Mass spectrometry methods of peptide identification involve comparing observed tandem spectra with in silico derived spectrum models. Here we present a proteomics search engine that offers a new variation of the standard approach, with improved results. Our proposed method employs information theory and probabilistic information retrieval on a pre-computed fragmentation database generating a peptide-to-spectrum match (PSM) score modeled on the rarity of the observed fragmentation pattern. Fast and accurate PSM matches are achieved yielding a 10-15% higher rate of peptide identities than current methods. Applications of this search engine are aimed at identifying peptides from large databases consisting of sequence variations, such as homologous proteins expected within an environmental collection of a genetically variable species.
Introduction
Advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have propelled proteomics toward the forefront of translational biology, with the possibility of exceeding the breadth and complexity of large-scale whole genome analysis. However, interpretation of proteomics data remains challenging due to the vast number of predicted protein sequences possible from genetic translation, and splice variation, in addition to the myriad of biologically potential post translational modifications (PTMs). One key to unlocking the translational potential of proteomics lies in computational methods that accommodate these complexities.
Current applications of tandem MS proteomic search engines compare observed spectra with in silico modeled spectra, calculating correlation values by probabilistic methods [1, 2] or by inferred scores based on applications of signal processing and information theory [3] . Published examples of proteomic search algorithms compare each observed spectrum pairwise with all in silico spectra, ranking the comparisons by score [4] . From the collection of all rank-one peptide-to-spectrummatches (PSMs) a false discovery rate (FDR) can be estimated [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] using one of two distinct approaches to define a null distribution: the well-referenced target-decoy approach, which utilizes a null distribution derived from comparisons with a database of randomized peptide sequences [6, 8, 11, 12] , and a more recent decoy-free method using a null distribution comprised of alternative target PSMs [13] .
The use of FDR estimations is absolutely prudent to research for MS-based proteomics, however there are potential hidden issues associated with randomized decoy sequences employed as the estimated null distribution for FDR calculations [13] [14] [15] [16] . Additionally, these effects are likely to exacerbate as the size and complexity of both the target and decoy database increases. This is particularly challenging for researchers attempting to address the inherent protein diversity beyond the typical consensus proteome, ideally including known isoforms and splice variants that arises from genetic and translation variation, or within studies examining multiple variable posttranslational modifications. Methods such as Percolator [17] and Nokoi [13] attempt to remedy this by employing machine learning classifiers designed to discriminate between target and decoy by combining PSM scores with additional metrics, although with potential questionable success [18] . It is therefore prudent to continue the development of alternatives [19] and in particular, continue to improve upon the initial PSM correlation metric.
We present a new proteomic search engine, JAMSE ("Just Another Molecular Search Engine"), that utilizes a precalculated fragmentation database of all non-redundant proteotypic peptides to derive PSMs with a highly discriminative scoring metric. During the pre-computation process individual frequencies and patterns derived from fragment and precursor ions are learned, such that the search strategy is based on both information theory [20] and probabilistic information retrieval [21, 22] . The goal of this approach is to derive a PSM score modeled on the rarity of a fragmentation pattern, as opposed to completeness of the observed spectrum. Indeed, this is not an entirely new concept, as the field of proteomic selected reaction monitoring exploits the rarity in the combination of elution time, precursor mass and a selected fragment mass [23] .
For benchmark comparisons, we utilize a decoy-free null distribution for estimating the FDR and introduce the concept of an intrinsically measurable FDR by including protein sequences from an orthogonal species. The pre-computed nature of JAMSE renders a parallel search against a randomized decoy peptide sequences unfeasible, as not all pairwise target peptides are explored.
Results, when compared to current approaches in proteomic search engines, indicate a more discriminating PSM correlation metric can be achieved. JAMSE is optimized for Linux, suitable for cloud distribution, and is available at https://www.jamse.app/.
Methods

Data
The yeast MS proteome (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) collected by Washburn et.al. [24] and made publicly available, was used as a benchmark data set. Briefly, it consists of 64,321 tandem liquid chromatography (LC) MS spectra, derived from a series of orthogonal LC separations coupled to tandem MS experiments designed to deeply probe the yeast proteome.
Databases
Protein sequence databases for JAMSE and Comet searches were built from subsets of the UniProtKB repository [25] containing known proteins for Saccharomyces sp., along with those for Arabidopsis sp. The inclusion of Arabidopsis sp. proteins was used as an intrinsic decoy to evaluate the competing methods of FDR estimation -target-decoy and decoy-free. Table 1 
Enumerated in
Search
Database searching was accomplished by querying a set of precursor and fragment mass values, typically filtered by abundance according to similar methods [2] , for a given spectrum. The top five PSMs are returned, ranked by a probabilistic score derived from a modified weighted model function [22] . Of important note, JAMSE spectrum searching does not consider all pairwise comparison between the observed spectrum and relevant in silico spectra. Rather, much like a modern index search engine, top hits are produced via a modified method of information retrieval [21] .
For this study, all searches were limited to a 0.1 Dalton precursor neutral mass tolerance and a 0. 
FDR Estimations
The estimated FDR (eFDR) was computed either from the target-decoy approach as described by Keller et.al. [8] , or as the decoy-free approach described by Gonnelli et.al. [13] . For the purposes of validating a given eFDR, we here introduce the concept of empirically measured FDR (mFDR).
Both eFDR and mFDR methods provide means to define the null distribution and calculate the for Arabidopsis sp., there were only 5,643 peptide sequences shared between the two organisms given the UniProt consensus repository (approx. 5 per 10,000), and 22,434 given the UniRef100 and TrEMBL repositories (approx. 6 per 10,000), consideration for these sequences was given to yeast.
Search performance evaluation
Evaluation of search performance was based on the total number of PSMs obtained for a given eFDR q-value, with larger numbers considered more desirable. Evaluation of eFDR performance was based on the comparison to the complimentary mFDR, with a closer match to mFDR considered better.
Results
For the smaller UniProt database, there were more JAMSE matches than Comet matches for a given decoy-free eFDR value (Figure 1a , blue and red solid lines respectively), demonstrating that PSMs generated through JAMSE's probabilistic information retrieval had higher discriminative power than did those from traditional cross-correlation. Although JAMSE found more PSMs, there was very good agreement in the peptides that were identified by both methods; PSMs that differed across the methods often contained the same peptide sequence and differed only in the PTM location (data not shown). For example, at an eFDR (decoy-free) of 0.01, Comet yielded 20,755
PSMs, while JAMSE yielded 23,943 PSMs, a substantial 15.4% gain, and a further look at the overlap in PSM assignments showed 92.6% agreement at FDR 0.01, using the smaller UniProt database (Figure 2 , red line). Using the larger UniRef database, the agreement between search algorithms was 89.6% at FDR 0.01, within range of similar comparisons by others [12] .
Exploring the target-decoy eFDR for Comet (Figure 1a , orange solid line) there appeared to be an early advantage, over the decoy-free method (red solid line), that diminished quickly at larger cutoffs. It is not known why this occurred, however, we speculate that contributions from highly similar peptides sequences present in the decoy-free method were more common, as the effect was more pronounced in the larger UniRef search results. To note, JAMSE reports similar sequences as alternates with a computed Bayesian posterior probability, akin to estimating the probability of PTM location (data not shown).
When considering the larger UniRef database (Figure 1a Tables   Table 1. Accounting of proteins and peptides in two distinct databases computationally constructed from UniProt repositories [21] . Peptides were generated by modeling tryptic cleavage, with the variable PTM of acetylation on K and N-term.
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